Moment measurement accuracy of a parallel spherical robot for dynamic posturography.
This paper characterizes the moment measurement accuracy for a novel parallel spherical robot (SR) for dynamic posturography, controllable by position or impedance. The SR consists of three linear motors placed on a support base, a moving base, and three passive arms equipped with uniaxial load cells permitting impedance controlled perturbations. To evaluate the accuracy, a subject stood still on the SR, set in position control mode, while selected sinusoidal trajectories were applied. The moments computed by the load cells were compared to the value measured by a six-component force platform, placed on top of the rotating base. For the intended application of the SR, the errors were negligible with the worse case of only 4 Nm in a total of 15 trials (five conditions, three repetitions). The observed moment error was related mainly to the intrinsic accuracy of the sensors, equal to about 7 N. To demonstrate clinical applicability, the platform was set to impedance control mode and a protocol was tested with a 12-year-old girl with brain injury and a group of four healthy subjects. In total, 24 trials (eight conditions, three repetitions) were recorded for each subject. The results of this pilot study identified distinctive postural behaviors and therefore showed that the SR can be considered as an effective tool for dynamic posturography.